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Trajectory of the Billy Dixon Long
Shot:  Second Battle of Adobe Walls

By James A. and Margaret B. Bailey

hree days into the Second Battle of
Adobe Walls, on June 30, 1874
buffalo hunter William "Billy" Dixon
made a spectacular long-range rifle

shot that many firearm enthusiasts have
attempted to replicate. First, some back-
ground:

Widespread hide hunting noticeably
diminished buffalo herds in the territory near
Dodge City, Kansas in 1872 and 1873.  So
hunters ventured south, where the buffalo
were more plentiful.  In early 1874, approxi-
mately fifty intrepid individuals and a cara-

van of thirty wagons departed Dodge City
destined for the Texas Panhandle.1-2

Accompanied by scouts and hunters, some
of the enterprising people in the caravan
aimed to establish an outpost that would
accommodate the hunters in Texas's
expanded buffalo hunting grounds.  Twenty-
year-old Bat Masterson was the youngest of
the adventurers and twenty-four-year-old
Billy Dixon was second  youngest man
among them.3-5 Also, one woman, Hannah
Olds, accompanied her husband, William
Olds, to the post.6

T
Billy Dixon as a young man from Life and Adventures of
"Billy” Dixon, of Adobe Walls, Texas Panhandle.
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When the caravan was near its destina-
tion, the members of the trek came upon the
ruins of William Bent's 1849 trading post.
After Bent was attacked by hostile Indians,
the remaining four-to-five feet tall adobe
brick walls that Bent constructed in the
1840s silently stood as a monument to the
earlier settlement.  Less than two miles from
this site, the new arrivals established anoth-
er trading post on a broad valley close to
what later came to be called East Adobe
Walls Creek.7 Near the site the Dodge City
caravan chose to settle, in 1864 Colonel
Christopher "Kit" Carson had  fought a two-
day battle against Indians numbering three
thousand or more.8-9

Therefore, in view of historical events,
significance of the first Adobe Walls settle-
ment and Carson's military engagement, the
1874 trading post was named Adobe Walls.
It was located slightly north of the Canadian
River.  The settlement included a small com-
munity of buffalo hunters, skinners and mer-
chants.  Not all fifty of the original caravan
lived at Adobe Walls; some travelled the
countryside and moved their temporary
camps from site to site in search of game.10

The first three structures the 1874 settlers
built were made with picket frames and sod.
The Myers and Leonard general merchan-
dising store, owned by A. C. Myers and
Frederick J. Leonard, was built with a picket
structure.  The store included a stockade
corral made of large cottonwood logs.  Like
the Myers and Leonard store, Thomas
O'Keefe built a blacksmith shop constructed
with wooden framed pickets.  James
Hanrahan built a sod building where he
operated a saloon.11-12 The wooden framed
buildings were covered with prairie grass
sod about two feet thick and grass roots
held the soil in place while the structures
were under construction.  There were also
two picket fence enclosures in the settle-
ment.  One surrounded Tom O'Keefe's
blacksmith's quarters and shop while anoth-
er corralled the horses when they were not

being watered at the nearby river.13-17

While construction was underway, Dixon
and three companions left the settlement to
scout the area for buffalo.  Their expedition
lasted about fifteen days before they
returned to the settlement.  Upon their
return, the buildings were close to finished.
While they were out searching for game,
Robert M. Wright and James Langton came
from Dodge City and joined the settlement.
They also built a sod structure, Rath and
Company, which was used as a general
merchandising store where they bought buf-
falo hides.  Restless and eager to find a
good hunting range with plentiful game, two
days later Dixon and his companions struck
out again leaving the industrious men to
their work of establishing the trading post.18

Within three to four days, Dixon returned
from his expedition to find the structures
were completed and a good bit of business
taking place at Adobe Walls.  

Hunters and freight outfits who came
before and after the 1874 settlers made reg-
ular trips between the trading post and
Dodge City.  The trading post became a live-
ly place where card playing, horse races,
drinking spirits and target shooting routinely
became pastimes until migrating game pop-
ulated the plain.19

Once again Dixon grew restless and
around the end of May 1874, he ventured
out on the range.  His companions, James
S. "Frenchy" French and Charley Armitage,
accompanied him.20 About three days later,
he spotted a herd of thousands of buffalo.
He killed as many as "Frenchy" and Charley
could skin but needed more skinners.  So he
returned to Adobe Walls to hire more skin-
ners. As soon as the other buffalo hunters at
the trading post heard the news, they eager-
ly departed for the hunting range.  With the
exception of the merchants and their clerks,
the trading post was almost immediately
deserted. 
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Dixon returned to the hunt, loaded his hides
and started back to the trading post accom-
panied by the extra skinner he hired to help
"Frenchy" and Charley.  While searching
along the Canadian for a safe crossing, he
learned from other hunters that two hide
hunters had been killed twenty-five miles
downriver on Chicken Creek.21

Before learning of the hunters' deaths,
Dixon considered unhitching his wagon,
leaving it by the river and coming back for it
when the waters were less treacherous.  But
that was no longer an option.  Hostile
Indians would destroy the wagon.  He had
no choice but to cross the churning waters
that had risen since his last crossing.  While
attempting to get to the other side, the water
was so deep his two mules were forced to
swim.  The wagon and mules got caught in
the current and tumbled in the rushing
water.  It was either save the mules or the
wagon.  Dixon chose the mules.  Yet he was
able to save only one of the animals. The
next day they pulled the wagon from the
water but all their guns, including Dixon's
.50 caliber Sharps, ammunition and sup-
plies were submerged in the Canadian and
could not be recovered.  Disheveled and
muddy, Dixon returned to Adobe Walls.22

When the settlers at the trading post
caught sight of Dixon covered in mud and
leading one mule toward the settlement,
they feared the worst.  By this time, talk of
the two hunters killed at Chicken Creek was
the chief topic of conversation at the post.
Having heard about the Chicken Creek
killings, the denizens of Adobe Walls were

certain Dixon, too, had become a victim of
the hostiles.  Dixon stayed at Adobe Walls
long enough to replace his lost mule with a
horse and purchase another gun, a round-
barrel Sharps.  Three days passed and he
was back at his hunting camp but before he
left Adobe Walls, another hunter brought
more bad news.  Indians had killed two
more buffalo hunters on the nearby hunting
range.23

When Dixon reached his camp, he deliv-
ered news of the recent Indian attacks and
the killings to his companions.  They wasted
no time breaking camp and made their way
within a day to a nearby creek, later named
Dixon Creek, but soon returned to Adobe
Walls.  Undeterred by news of the attacks,
they made plans to restock enough supplies
for a two-month stay on the buffalo range.
While at Adobe Walls, Hanrahan
approached Dixon with a business deal.  He
offered to enter into a fifty-fifty partnership
with Dixon.  Dixon would kill the buffalo and
Hanrahan, who had an outlet for the hides,
would provide the skinners.  Dixon accepted
the offer and set about locating a second
more powerful firearm than the round-barrel
Sharps he purchased days before to replace
his .50 caliber Sharps lost in the river
mishap.24

News of Indian attacks near Adobe Walls.  Boston Post,
June 30, 1874.

The .50-90 Sharps rifle is referred to as a Big Fifty.  The
cartridge is a .50 caliber bullet loaded in a 2.5-inch
length cartridge case and loaded with 90 grains of black
powder. (Photograph by authors)
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Langton, co-owner and manager of Rath
and Company Store, had the next best thing
to a .50 Sharps, a ".44" Sharps.  It had been
promised to another hunter who was out on
the range, but since he was not scheduled
to return before Langton received another
shipment of guns, he offered to sell the ".44"
to Dixon.  So Dixon bought it.  Eager to
show off the ".44" to Hanrahan, Dixon head-
ed to the saloon.

That night, June 26, 1874, Dixon's gun
was not the only topic of conversation.  Talk
of neighboring Indians killing the four buffa-
lo hunters in the vicinity dominated much of
the conversation as well.  Despite the
unpleasant news, Dixon and some of the
hunters still planned to depart early the fol-
lowing day to return to the hunting range.
They were willing to hunt regardless of the
threat of attack from the nearby Indian
tribes.  Strangely enough, in spite of the
recent attacks on other hide hunters, Adobe
Walls residents still did not post a watch.
Perhaps the number of men in the settle-
ment gave rise to a false sense of security.
After socializing with Hanrahan and the
saloon patrons, Dixon left and bedded down
in the open air near O'Keefe's blacksmith's
shop with his ".44" close beside him
between the blankets.  Wagons were loaded
and ready to leave the next morning, June
27, and so was Dixon.25 Hunters usually left
the camp about sunrise to depart on their
hunting excursions and Dixon planned to be
among them.

While Billy Dixon slept outside near his
wagon, two men, Oscar "Shep" Shepherd,
Hanrahan's bartender, and Mike Welch, one
of Dixon's skinners, slept at Hanrahan's
saloon.26 Sometime around 2 a.m., a loud
piercing sound much like a rifle shot was
heard coming from a ridge pole in the
saloon.  The sound woke the men who were
asleep in the saloon and they woke others in
the settlement.  Soon the commotion awoke
almost everyone in the settlement.  Hastily,

everyone set about repairing the cracked
timber.  A collapsed roof not only could have
destroyed the saloon but taken the lives of
anyone inside.27-28

As dawn approached, the repairs were
finally completed.  After helping repair the
fractured timber, Dixon went to the creek to
water his horse.  A Texas newspaper
reporter, Maurice Crain, described Dixon's
observation:  "Looking toward the east he
[Dixon] saw what appeared to be an army of
Indians, with fluttering war bonnets and
mounted on galloping horses, silhouetted
against the flaming sunrise."29-30 Dixon fired
at the approaching Indians as he rushed
back to Adobe Walls to warn of the attack.

The rise in hostility toward the hide
hunters had been evidenced in the earlier
killing of the four buffalo hunters, but the
sight Dixon witnessed on the morning of
June 27 was an imminent threat to all the
Adobe Walls settlers.  By the spring of 1874,
the chiefs from the Kiowa, Cheyenne and
Comanche tribes formed an alliance and
planned attacks on frontier settlers in an
attempt to discourage hide hunters from fur-
ther reducing the buffalo herds which the
Indians depended on for their survival.
Reports of massacres in New Mexico,
Colorado, Oklahoma, Northern Texas and
western Kansas were becoming more com-
monplace.  And the second Adobe Walls
settlement was not to be an exception.31

When Indians made their first attack on
the Adobe Walls settlement, twenty-eight
men and one woman, Hannah Olds, were
present.  Of the men, only eight or nine actu-
ally lived at the settlement.  The other twen-
ty or so were buffalo hunters who intermit-
tently came for supplies or stopped at the
trading post on their way to the hunting
grounds.32-33 Twenty-five of the twenty-nine
survived the attack.34-39
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Dixon estimated the settlement was
attacked by approximately 700 to 1,000 war-
riors lead by Comanche Chief Quanah
Parker.40-41 Others reported an unknown
number of Indians mounted the attack
whereas some believed there were as many
as three thousand warriors.42-43

During the siege, Shepherd was firing
Hanrahan's ".50" Sharps but in Dixon's opin-
ion, Shepherd's excited state prevented him
from handling the rifle very effectively.
Since Hanrahan did not have a firearm,
Dixon handed Hanrahan his "44."  Then
Dixon asked Shepherd to give him the ".50."
Gladly, Shepherd turned the large bore buf-
falo rifle over to Dixon.44

Individuals' recollections and newspapers
present different accounts of the 1874
attack.  However, according to one report,
during the third day, Bat Masterson noticed
a group of Indians approximately three

quarters of a mile away on a butte.
Masterson said, "Billy, it wouldn't be a bad
idea to break up that little pow-wow over
there, would it?"45

Masterson's remark has been credited by
some with prompting Dixon to fire the long
shot using Hanrahan's .50-90 Sharps
rifle.46-47 It was reported Dixon responded to
Masterson, "Don't know whether the old
Sharps is good for it or not, but I'll try it."
Dixon estimated the range to be approxi-
mately 1200 yards and adjusted the sights
on the rifle for that distance and fired.48 On
the butte in the distance an Indian warrior
"fell" victim to Dixon's long shot.

Later, Dixon gave his version of the
momentous shot: "I took careful aim and
pulled the trigger.  We saw an Indian fall
from his horse.  The others dashed out of
sight behind a clump of timber.  A few
moments later two Indians ran quickly on
foot to where the dead Indian lay, seized his
body and scurried for cover.  They had
risked their lives, as we had frequently
observed, to rescue a companion who might
be not only wounded but dead.  I was admit-
tedly a good marksman, yet this was what
might be called a scratch [lucky] shot."49

Dixon fired a .50-90 Sharps rifle, also
referred to as a "Big Fifty" to defend against
the attack.  According to Hanrahan, six other
frontiersmen were also firing "Big Fifties."
However, Dixon made the miraculous shot.50

Quanah Parker, Comanche Indian Chief.
(Library of Congress, National Photo Company
Collection, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-
USZ62-98166.)

Bob Butterfield demonstrating a .44 Sharps rifle
at Adobe Walls during the 2015 Wild West
History Association (WWHA) Roundup
(Photograph by authors)
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Other than the caliber, the exact specifi-
cations for the rifle Dixon fired are unknown.
Unlike other manufactured rifles, the Sharps
rifle could be ordered in a variety of barrel
lengths and weights.  Barrel profiles were
manufactured round, half-round, octagon or
half-octagon.  The rifles were chambered for
different calibers, different sights, butt plate
shapes plus optional double set triggers.51

These options explain why there are so
many variations in the 1874 Sharps.  It was
a rifle that could be customized at the facto-
ry for any individual who placed an order.

Tangent sights were essential for buffalo
hunters to make long-distance shots.
Therefore, the firearms used at Adobe Walls
most likely had that kind of sight.  The tan-

gent peep sight consisted of an eye cup with
a small orifice for sighting; the globe front
sight allowed the shooter to insert posts, cir-
cles or other front sight designs.  To account
for elevation and windage, the Sharps sight
was calibrated in fractional parts of an inch.
A dial at the top of the sight allowed the
shooter to move the sight up or down in
order to adjust for elevation.52

The sight adjustment screw was 1/8 inch
in diameter with a 20-pitch tread.  The
thread diameter and pitch created a Vernier
scale.53 These specifications allowed a
shooter to make minor or major adjust-
ments.  For instance, one complete turn of
the screw represented a change of 1/20
inch, a half turn 1/40 inch and an eighth turn,
1/80 inch.  A change in the barrel's elevation
changed the trajectory of the bullet.  An
1875 Sharps catalog used the following
example to explain sight adjustments for a
.44-90-500.  A rifle zeroed in at 100 yards,
required a ¼ inch adjustment for a target at
300 yards, 0.57 inches for 500 yards, 1.1
inches for 800 yards, 1.51 inches for 1000
yards and 1.73 inches for 1100 yards.
These sight adjustments would also have
been representative of a .50-90 Sharps rifle
with the same outcome on the bullet's tra-
jectory.54-55

The chart below illustrates the trajectory
or path a bullet takes after exiting the muz-
zle of a firearm until impact with a target.  As
shown, the bullet's path forms a parabola.  If
a rifle is sighted in at 300 yards, the bullet
travels three inches higher than the line of
sight to the target.  Then at mid-range tra-
jectory, it travels downward to the target.
The bullet drop from mid-range trajectory to
the target is seven inches as shown in the
chart.  Therefore, if the target is one-hun-
dred and fifty yards from the shooter, with no
sight adjustment, the bullet would strike
three inches high on the target.

Tangent peep sight with vernier adjustments for elevation
and windage.  (Photograph by authors)
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In addition to trajectory, estimating the dis-
tance to the target is an important aspect of
making a long-range shot.  Estimating dis-
tance to the target dates back to the flintlock
shooting era.  A shooter estimated the dis-
tance to the target by extending his arm and
comparing the height of his thumbnail to the
height of the perceived target.56 The size of
an adult image at 100 yards is the same
approximate height as the extended thumb-
nail.  The size of an adult image at 7/8 of a
mile is only a fraction of the thumbnail's
height.  Dixon was an experienced buffalo
hunter which provided him with the knowl-
edge and skill to adjust the sights on the
rifle.  Even though the warrior's image was
small, he was silhouetted against the morn-
ing sky which gave Dixon a sight picture so
he was able to align the sights on the rifle.

Bullet trajectory with rifle sighted in at 300 yards.  (Diagram by authors)

Front and rear rifle sight alignment presents shooter with line of sight (Diagram by authors)

Estimating distance to the target (Diagram by authors)
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Several different estimates for the dis-
tance Dixon shot as well as his location in
the settlement when he made the shot have
been reported.  One article specified that
Dixon fired from the saloon door.57  Whether
he fired from the saloon door or some other
position in the settlement is of little conse-
quence considering the distance of the shot.
The distance often reported is 1,538 yards.
This is generally accepted as the distance of
the shot because two weeks after the battle,
a team of U.S. Army surveyors traveled to
Adobe Walls and measured the distance
from the settlement to the nearby butte
where the warrior stood that Dixon shot.58

In addition to estimating distance, marks-
manship ability was acquired by using
proven shooting techniques and practices.
At the time, marksmanship was included in
military training which involved estimating
distances.  To accomplish this, men were
placed at specific distances so soldiers
could associate image size for a specific
distance.59 Military leaders realized the
importance of this training:

"Amongst those who have had experi-
ence in training men to estimate distances,
it is commonly recognized that whilst the
first attempts are ludicrously wide of the
mark, a very little practice produces consid-
erable improvement, so that in a short time
the power of estimation is brought within
reach of the accuracy of the rifle." 60

As a buffalo hunter, Dixon was a master

of shooting technique, an essential in the
skill of marksmanship.  Furthermore, he
demonstrated skillfulness in other aspects
of shooting technique including:  shooting
position, grip of the weapon, sight picture,
sight alignment, breathing technique and
trigger pull.  The impact of each of these
techniques is described below.

In regard to position, a kneeling or sitting
position with the rifle supported by a forked
branch or stationary object is more accurate
than shooting while standing with the
firearm unsupported.  If the shooter grasps
the firearm too tightly, exertion of the mus-
cles will introduce unsteadiness while aim-
ing at a target.  Also, attention must be
focused on the sight picture and alignment.
The sight picture is the placement of the
front and rear sight on a specific part of the
target while sight alignment is the correct
alignment of the front and rear sight.  In
addition, breathing rate must be considered.
The correct breathing technique is important
while finding the correct sight picture and
aligning the sights; once the sight picture is
in alignment, the shooter should exhale,
then inhale a half breath, hold it and take the
shot.  Lastly, trigger pull.  The shooter
should steadily increase uniform pressure
on the trigger until the rifle fires.  Dixon not
only mastered excellent shooting technique
but also obviously had some knowledge of
ballistics.

Billy Dixon long shot reenactment at Adobe Walls during the WWHA Roundup.  On the butte, the arrow indicates
WWHA reenactors, Jason Ramirez on the left and Henry B. Crawford on the right.  A 70 mm focal-length camera
lens produced the approximate object-to-image size ratio viewed by observers.  (Photograph by authors)
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Ballistics is the study of projectiles in
motion and trajectory is an aspect of ballis-
tics.  Although understanding the fundamen-
tals of bullet trajectory may be practical, it
does not have to be theoretical.  Dixon could
not have made the shot without considering
some of the major factors affecting bullet
trajectory and ballistics. 

Moreover, a shooter would need to have
practical knowledge of numerous variables
which affect the trajectory of a bullet as well
as ballistics.  For example, factory specifica-
tions for a specific Sharps rifle include:  bar-
rel length, number of lands and grooves,
width of lands, width of grooves and rate of
twist.  The rifle and ammunition specifica-
tions are also part of the formula for
repeatability of accurately fired shots.
Consequently, Dixon with his experience as
a hunter was able to accurately make these
adjustments.  Other factors that affect a bul-
let's trajectory include:  gravity, drag, eleva-
tion, temperature and if present, wind on the
bullet's trajectory.  Whether Dixon had
knowledge of these is unknown.

A variable which Dixon most likely would
not have considered even though it had an
effect on the trajectory of the bullet when it
exited the muzzle of the rifle was gravita-
tional pull of the earth.  Unknowingly to him,
the gaseous make-up of the air created drag
as the bullet traveled along its trajectory.
Lastly, the air temperature and presence or
lack of wind similarly had an effect on
Dixon's bullet trajectory.61

Forensic science professor John I.
Thornton, University of California, Berkley
and Graduate Student Jill M. Shirokawa
used the TRAG1P computer program in 1989
to analyze the trajectory of the shot.62-63

Thornton and Shirokawa calculated the tra-
jectory based on Dixon using a 465 grain
bullet with a muzzle velocity of 1,320 feet
per second at a distance of 1,538 yards.
The results were remarkable.  The time of
flight for the bullet from the time Dixon
pulled the trigger was 4.838 seconds.  The
muzzle flash from the shot would have been
visible from the butte before the bullet
reached the location.

Trajectory of Billy Dixon's long shot.  (Diagram by authors)
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Furthermore, Dixon had to adjust his
sights for the distance of the target.  The
maximum height of the bullet traveling from
the settlement to the butte was 1,137.2 inch-
es (94.75 feet).  Not only did Dixon have to
adjust his sights for elevation but the aver-
age crosswind for that time of the year was
estimated to be 14.3 miles per hour.  This
required Dixon to adjust his sights so his
aim was 337 inches (28.1 feet) in the direc-
tion of the wind.  The total amount of bullet
drop was 3,823 inches (318.5 feet).  After
being fired from that distance, the bullet
travelled 781 feet per second and had 630
foot pounds of energy.64 This was sufficient
energy to cause serious injury or death.65-67

Two legends account for the history of the
.50-90 Sharps rifle after Dixon's long shot.

According to one story, the rifle was sold to
a customer who ironically was killed by
Indians.  Afterward, the rifle disappeared.
Another account described the rifle as being
lost from a ship on the West Coast of the
United States.  During baggage loading and
unloading from the ship, the rifle was mis-
placed never to be seen again.68

What was the significance of Billy Dixon's
single shot on June 30, 1874?  One reporter
noted, "The remarkable accuracy of Billy
Dixon on that day broke the spirit of the
attacking aborigines and, in all probability,
saved the lives of the little band of buffalo
hunters.  Medicine men assured the warring
Indians that they were immune from the
white men's bullets but Dixon's marksman-
ship shattered that illusion."69-70

William "Billy" Dixon lived thirty-nine years after the Indian attack on the second Adobe Walls
settlement.  Of the many tributes to his fame, Dixon is most often remembered for his remark-
able long shot with a Sharps Big Fifty.  Subsequent to the attack in 1874, Dixon continued hunt-
ing buffalo and honorably served as a civilian scout for the United States Army for several years.
In fact, U. S. Army Major Nelson A. Miles presented him with the Medal of Honor for bravery
during the September 12, 1874 Buffalo Wallow Indian Fight.  However, in 1917, the medal was
revoked by Congress but reinstated in 1989.71 Dixon's medal is currently displayed at the
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum in Canyon,  Texas.  In 1883, he filed claim on two sections
of land on Bent Creek and built a house at the original Adobe Walls site, which is in Hutchinson
County, Texas.  There, he planned to spend the remainder of his life.

Billy Dixon obituary, Dallas Morning
News,  April 22, 1913.

Dixon's grave marker at Adobe Walls.  (Photograph
by authors)
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Appointed as the first postmaster at Adobe Walls, he held that position for nearly twenty
years.  Dixon also served as Hutchinson County's first sheriff and was appointed as justice of
the peace.  Additionally, he was a state land commissioner.  On October 18, 1894, he married
Olive King, a school teacher from Virginia.  Dixon and his wife made their home at Adobe Walls
until 1902 when he relocated his family to Plemons, Texas, now a ghost town, located ten miles
southeast of Stinnett, Texas.  Living in the confines of a town made him restless so in 1906 he
homesteaded in Beaver County, Oklahoma close in proximity to Buffalo Springs near the north-
ern border of the Texas Panhandle.  Complications from pneumonia resulted in Dixon's death
on March 9, 1913.  He was sixty-two.  Dixon was buried in Texline, Texas but his remains were
relocated and reinterred at Adobe Walls in 1929.72-73
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After 20 years with the Texas Rangers,
German Jack is forced into retirement by
reconstruction after the Civil War. His
peaceful life with Bessie is destroyed
when killers from his past seek revenge by
kidnapping Bessie, killing their newborn
baby and burning down their house. In
this story of love, sacrifice, gumption, and
perseverance, in 1867, Captain Jack
embarks upon a hunt for the worst
outlaws of his career. This pursuit
requires him and his closest ranger
friends to use all of the skills they
have honed in a life time of service to
the Cinco Peso.

This is a story of love and loss,
of revenge and hope. When an
unexpected attack shatters his life
and steals his family, how will Jack
survive? The only way he knows how:
the grace of God in one hand and a
Colt in the other.

Not only does Johnny Baker tell
a spellbinding tale, he does so with
grace and incredible attention to the
details of the "cowboy" life in 1800's
Texas. 

Johnny Baker Jr. is a writer from
Dallas, TX. Earning degrees in
English and History from Dallas
Baptist University, he has read
and studied Texas History since
childhood and in the past has
taught history in local community
colleges.
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